Session: Arrival and Welcome
Time and Place: (13:00-14:00)

Session: Introduction - tour de table
Time and Place: (14:00-14:15)

Session: Introduction: TCS and master table
Time and Place: (14:15-15:00)
Chair/s: Kuvvet Atakan

Session: Introduction - state of the art: architecture, metadata, use case
Time and Place: (15:00-16:00)
Chair/s: Daniele Bailo

Session: ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS / Graphic User Interface & WEB-API
Time and Place: (16:30-18:00)
Chair/s: Christopher Card

Session: METADATA, DCAT and vocabularies
Time and Place: (16:30-18:00)
Chair/s: Luca Trani

Session: Wrapping up: reports from workgroups
Time and Place: (18:00-18:45)
EPOS ICS Hackathon - 19-21 06 18, Utrecht, NL.
Daily Programme: Wednesday 20 June 2018

Session: ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS / Graphic User Interface & WEB-API
Time and Place: (09:00-10:30)
Chair/s: Christopher Card

Session: METADATA, DCAT and vocabularies
Time and Place: (09:00-10:30)
Chair/s: Luca Trani

Session: AAAI: Authentication, Authorisation, Accounting Infrastructure
Time and Place: (13:00-15:00)
Chair/s: Tomasz Szepieniec

Session: Scientific use case and prototype demonstration
Time and Place: (13:00-15:00)
Chair/s: Jan Michalek

Session: Harvesting Pipeline
Time and Place: (13:00-15:00)
Chair/s: Daniele Bailo

Session: Workflow
Time and Place: (13:00-15:00)
Chair/s: Alessandro Spinuso

Session: Wrapping up: reports from workgroups
Time and Place: (17:00-17:45)
EPOS ICS Hackathon - 19-21 06 18, Utrech, NL.
Daily Programme: Thursday 21 June 2018

Session: Use case implementation within GUI
Time and Place: (09:00-10:30)
Chair/s: Christopher Card; Jan Michalek

Session: Workflow
Time and Place: (09:00-10:30)
Chair/s: Alessandro Spinuso

Session: Hosting countries
Time and Place: (11:00-12:00)
Chair/s: Daniele Bailo

Session: Wrapping up: reports from workgroups
Time and Place: (13:00-14:00)

Session: CONCLUSION AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES
Time and Place: (14:00-15:00)
Chair/s: Kuvvet Atakan; Daniele Bailo